
Name:  __________________________                           Score:  __________ 
 

                               Daily Language 
Please fix: 
 
   randy brown he buy an huge bouquet of flours for hiz girlfriend mary martin on tuesday 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Write the number of syllables next to each word. Draw a diagonal line between each syllable. 
 
    taught _______       wrinkles _______      hysterical _______      kindness  _______ 
 
    Circle the correct word: 
 
    Daniel was by far the ( tall   taller    tallest ) student in the classroom. 
 
 
   Circle the homophones in the sentence. 
 
    You would feel weak, too, if you had just chopped that much wood! 
 
 
 Circle the letter for the sentence that shows the same meaning for the underlined word. 
 
•   His favorite fish in the tank is the angel fish. 
 A.   Vince took the fish out of the pail and threw it back into the lake.   
 B.    Dad and Mike fish at Rainbow Lake every Saturday afternoon. 
 
•  Uncle Jake will cast his fishing line into the lake.  
 A.  Everyone wanted to write something on Joey’s leg cast.  
 B.   Eric couldn’t cast his line as far as his friend.  
 
•  Jennifer paints pictures of landscapes. 
 A.  Mandy’s paints dried up in their containers.  
 B.   When Jon paints his bedroom, he covers the furniture.  
 
     
     ABC order:             changed    chance    chances    changing     change  
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Use the editing 
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Name:  __________________________                              Score:  ________ 
 

                                 Daily Language                                       
Please fix: 
 
  the karacter in The story Were mean to Hiz parents  he was not an good citizen of america  
 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
  Write the base (root) words: 
      
 forgetful  _______________     goodness  _____________      sadly  __________________  
 
 
 
 Underline the verb and circle the helping verb. 
 
  Janice has taken the dog to the vet. 
  
  
 
  Circle the nouns. 
 
  The book that Yancy is reading makes him laugh. 
 
 
   Choose the correct word in each sentence: 
 
   She (  has   have ) forgotten how to do the trick. 
 
   Pat and Jim (  has    have ) bought flower for their mom. 
 
   The large ship ( has    have ) sailed out of the harbor. 
 
   After about two weeks of rain, the sun ( has   have ) finally come out! 
 
   Mr. and Mrs. Curtis ( has     have ) been gone for about a week. 
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Use the editing 
marks to fix.   

   Choose the correct word for each sentence: 
 
    He wasn’t happy that (  a    an  ) older boy won the race. 
 
    She thought the little girl was (  a     an ) awesome skater. 



Name:  __________________________   Score:  ___________ 
 

                            Daily Language                                       
Please fix: 
 
  martin luther king he fight for civil writes For african americans  sed mrs anderson 
 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Write a homophone for the underlined word. Please be sure to spell it correctly. 
      
  Clyde blew out the candles on his birthday cake. 
 
 
    Circle the compound words in this sentence. 
 
 
   Danny hugs his grandfather and grandmother first and then he hugs everyone else. 
 
 
    
    Write a pronoun for the underlined words. 
 
 
   Dr. Smith and his wife hosted a party for their friends.  
 
                
   Circle the verb(s) in this sentence: 
 
     The dog chased and barked at the scared kitten. 
 
 
 
   Write an synonym for the underlined word:  (You may use your dictionary.) 
    
   The fastest runner gets an opportunity to compete in the state games. 
 
 
 
 
   ABC order                  forgets      forgotten    forgot      forged      force 
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Name:  __________________________             Score:  _______ 
 

                           Daily Language 
Please fix: 
 
   you shuld alwayz treats uthers the Way that you wuld like to be treated said miss brooks 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Put adjectives in front of the nouns to make this sentence more interesting: 
 
  The __________________________ creature scared the _______________________________ hunter. 
 
 
    Circle the direct object.                                    
 
   In about three weeks, Terry will send a package to her brother.        
 
 
 
   Explain why Bob’s behavior is unkind. 
   Please remember all rules and write in complete sentences.   
   Please remember word choice! 
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____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 



Name:  __________________________                            Score:  _________
  

                                 Daily Language 
Please fix: 
 
 justin beazer enjois the penguin exhibit At sea world when he visits their last february 
 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Circle the linking verb in this sentence: 
 
  I am always happy when I get a good grade in school.  
 
 
    Circle the adjectives in this sentence: 
 
   A short, balding man took the frosty glass from the smiling waitress.  
 
 
  In a short letter to your mother or father,  thank her/him for a fond memory that you 
have from a time in your past. 
 
 
     __________________________________ 
 
_____________________________ 
 
 
        _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
     __________________________________ 
 
      __________________________________ 
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